
KAMIKAZE THE DIVINE WIND

The kamikaze (Japanese: ç¥žé¢¨) literally "divine wind" were two winds or storms that are said to have saved Japan
from two Mongol fleets under Kublai Khan.

One set of forces set out from Korea, while another set sail from southern China, converging near Hakata Bay
in August,  All rights reserved Photograph by Koji Nakamura, National Geographic Read Caption Legend
holds that the kamikaze, or "divine wind," prevented the Mongolian invasion of Japan in , as depicted in this
19th-century piece by artist Issho Yada. Unlike ocean-going ships which are designed with a curved keel to
prevent capsizing, these ships were difficult to use on the high sea and nearly impossible to save in a violent
typhoon. Woodruff and his team excavated sediments from beneath lake bottoms near the coast that suggest
typhoons were more common in western Japan half a millennium ago than they are today. This information
was relayed to Admiral Halsey, who then ordered the fleet to turn south to escape the storm even more
quickly. After a desperate struggle they forced it open against the wind and, one by one, wiggled out. The
kamikaze pilots did much damage to the US fleet, at the price of about 2, of their most dedicated, but
apparently expendable youth. Dated carbon samples in the sediment layers associated with the two largest
storms suggest they occurred at the right time to have been the legendary storms that saved Japan. On the
small escort carriers, chaos was the order of the day. They knew the general location of storm breeding
grounds and the conditions under which such activity might be expected. A crewman from the sunken
destroyer Monaghan remembered the horror that occurred below deck when his destroyer heeled over, lay
heavily on its starboard side, and gradually settled. No doubt, pious citizens of Japan during World War II
prayed for the divine wind to strike again at the invading enemy fleet. Spread out over 2, square miles, all
except the largest aircraft carriers and battleships were in trouble. On August 15, the Mongols prepared to
launch their assault on the much smaller Japanese forces defending the island. The attack was launched against
Kyushu, the southernmost of Japan's four main islands. Throughout the conflict, at least 47 Allied ships were
sunk by Kamikaze fighters, while a further were seriously damaged. Once again the admiral, following his
weather expert's advice, took his fleet on a course intended to escape the storm, and not surprisingly he ran
right into it. Still, here are five facts about one of the most deadly military strategies used during the Second
World War. The ensuing conflict between America and Japan led to numerous innovations in tactics and
technology, but one strategical development stands out in particular: Kamikaze attacks. The Mongols never
again returned to Japan. The worst agonies, however, were suffered by the fleet's destroyers. The term used for
the storms, kamikaze, was later used during World War II as nationalist propaganda for the suicide attacks
Japanese pilots used on enemy forces. But this was the last time the forces of the kamikaze would come to the
aid of Japan. From the book:. On top of this, many of the men already flying by the time war broke out were
older and more experienced, with many years in the air already behind them. They never had a chance for a
third try, because a great typhoon descended upon them with most disastrous results. A great fleet of about 1,
ships with 40, men headed for the islands. There, the Mongol forces were driven back to their ships in a
number of individual skirmishes collectively known as the Battle of Koan, or the Second Battle of Hakata
Bay. Raijin is shown on the left and Fujin on the right. Thus ended Kublai Khan's ambitions for the conquest
of Japan; the Mongols never seriously threatened the island empire again. Most of the men who survived the
storm were hunted down and killed by the samurai over the following days. When it came to outguessing
these monster storms, the encounter between the U. The correct island is Kyushu. He tried every combination
of rudder and engines to right the ship, but it was rolling 70 degrees. All the captain could do was to step off
the bridge into the water as the ship rolled over on its way down to a watery grave. He is typically depicted as
a demon-looking spirit beating drums to create thunder. An estimated to vessels and 40, warriors, mostly
ethnic Chinese and Koreans reached the shores of Hakata Bay where the two forces met. Learn More in these
related Britannica articles:.


